
flavors noodle chair model #: 11851, 11852, 11853

The Flavors Noodle Chair is designed to help the 
student concentrate and move. It has a patented  
suspension that allows it to move with - not resist 
- the student. It provides all the benefits of sitting 
on a large ball, but with the added advantages of 
more stability and back support. The Noodle Chair 
is perfectly suited for fidgety students.

The SHELL is 100% virgin polypropylene material 
with a shallow seat pan allowing four-position 
seating for infinite seating styles. The shell rests 
on a patented suspension, allowing the seat pan to 
tilt slightly in all directions. The back supplies rigid 
support while being specifically designed with  
added flexibility that adapts to individual  
requirements and supplies long lasting comfort. 

The FRAME is constructed of strong 1” x 18-gauge 
tubing that is chrome plated for long lasting,  
durable finish is capped off with our durable nylon 
base swivel glides (steel and felt also available). 
The shell is attached to 12-gauge brackets via 
a metal to metal steel riveted connection and 
includes an integrated handle molded in for easy 
pick-up and moving of the chair. 

MODEL # SHELL (H”) D” W” H” F.C. CUBE WEIGHT
WEIGHT 

LIMIT
GRADE 
RANGE

11851 A (18”) 20.5” 19.5” 18” 125 2.0 15 lbs. 75-250 lbs. 5th Grade -up

11852 B (16”) 18” 18” 16” 125 1.2 14 lbs. 58-74 lbs. Grades 3 to 5

11853 B (14”) 17” 17.5” 14” 125 1.2 14 lbs. 45-57 lbs. K thru Grade 3

Nylon glide is standard.

Felt glide option     : Add ‘F’ to follow Model No.
Steel glide option  :  Add ‘S’ to follow Model No.

(set of 4 installed - upcharge for felt or steel glide).
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